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BONIA
CORPORATION
BERHAD 
Bonia Group was founded in 1974 by the Group’s Executive Chairman, Mr. Chiang Sang 

Sem, as a business involved in designing and manufacturing of leather goods for wholesale 

in Singapore. In 1977, Mr Chiang attended a leather trade fair in Europe and was inspired 

by the artwork of a 16th century sculptor named Giambologna. He subsequently registered 

BONIA as a brand name and launched products under the brand in Malaysia market in 

1978. BONIA opened its first boutique in Singapore in 1981, followed by its first boutique in 

Malaysia in 1988. In 1990, it ventured beyond its core markets of Malaysia and Singapore to 

expand to Indonesia, Hong Kong, Brunei and Taiwan. It further expanded to the markets of 

Vietnam, Japan, Thailand, China and Saudi Arabia in the year 2000, 2003, 2005 and 2007 

respectively. 

In addition to its flagship fashion label BONIA, the Group has successfully developed 

SEMBONIA and CARLO RINO brands. The Germany brand BRAUN BüFFEL joined Bonia 

Group through our acquisition of 70% equity stake in Jeco (Pte) Ltd since December 2010. 

The Group also holds the licenses to distribute renowned international brands such as Santa 

Barbara Polo & Racquet Club, Valentino Rudy, The Saville Row Company, Pierre Cardin and 

Renoma. 

Today, the Group owns more than 1,200 sales outlets and 185 standalone boutiques 

throughout the world, including countries such as Singapore, Malaysia, China, Taiwan, 

Japan, Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, Myanmar, Indonesia, Brunei, Phillipines, Australia, 

Hong Kong, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. The Group engages in product design, manufacture, 

promotion, marketing, distribution, wholesale, and retail of luxury leatherwear, footwear, 

apparel, accessories and eyewear, for both men and women under its in-house brands 

as well as other international licensed brands. The Group is also involved in investment, 

development, management and rental of commercial properties and management of food 

and beverage services.

The Group strives to increase brand recognition and accelerate expansion plans on its in-

house brands by introducing new line of products, not only in Malaysia but in various regional 

markets. The Group’s focus is to expand in overseas markets by leveraging on existing 

networks, and venturing in new markets in the coming years.
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Corporate Diary

“Style to Perfection” with Carlo Rino and 
International Fashion Stylist, 

Hideyuki Hayashi

In commemoration of Carlo Rino’s new membership 

program, a fashion show and styling extravaganza was 

initiated for members of the press, exclusive Carlo Rino 

members and customers to indulge. The event was 

showcased to portray the brand’s latest take on current 

trends and to provide styling tips and inspiration from 

one of the world’s most renowned Japanese fashion 

stylist, Hideyuki Hayashi. The style-studded event was 

to celebrate Carlo Rino’s Fantastical Fantasy Collection, 

where it was presented in three distinctive themes inspired 

from the collection and showed through the models. The 

“Style to Perfection” event was a roaring success, filled 

with Carlo Rino’s fun-loving products.

BONIA Social Media 
Influencer Campaign with INDIE 

Collaborates, Phase 1 

In conjunction with BONIA’s Fall/Winter Collection for 

2016, BONIA Singapore proudly teamed up with a 

renowned social media agency, INDIE Collaborates. As 

a result, various social media stars were rounded up to 

drive brand and product awareness to the Singaporean 

fashion crowd. For these reasons, Singapore’s social 

media influencer Christabel Chua was selected for the 

part and the first phase of the campaign was initiated. 

With Christabel’s active social media posts of BONIA, 

the embracement of the brand’s modern portrayal had 

been greatly conveyed. 

Lianbee-Jeco Pte Ltd Reception for 
German Ambassador at Esplanade dans 

Festival 2016

Lianbee-Jeco Pte Ltd has been a strong supporter for the 

fine arts community, which marked 2016 their momentous 

10th year sponsorship of the joyous Esplanade dans 

Festival. In addition to the evening, Lianbee-Jeco Pte Ltd 

hosted a cocktail reception for the German Ambassador 

to Singapore, His Excellency Dr. Michael Witter and his 

family. The event was attended by 50 guests, to which 

they were treated to Nelken, one of Pina Bausch’s most 

stunning works.

1 September 2016

7 October – 30 November 2016

15 October 2016
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BONIA Social Media 
Influencer Campaign with 

INDIE Collaborates, Phase 2

Followed by the first phase of the Social 

Media Influencer Campaign held in October, 

a second phase was initiated. This second 

phase in particular was to elevate the brand’s 

portrayal to exciting new heights. The social 

media fashion influencer Andrea Chong was 

selected to further direct the BONIA brand 

and product awareness and carry them 

out throughout the second phase of the 

campaign. This was an effective way to call 

upon the BONIA portrayal as the new ‘IT’ 

brand for modern women in Singapore.

2 December 2016 – 6 January 2017 

Carlo Rino Introduces Latest Collection and 
New Line of Boutiques at Jakarta Fashion 

Week 2016

Carlo Rino participated in Indonesia’s most fashionable 

annual event, the Jakarta Fashion Week. The event was a 

great platform for Carlo Rino to unveil their latest collection 

and to introduce the brand’s new line of boutiques that just 

opened in Indonesia. For the occasion, models donning Carlo 

Rino’s latest fun-loving and colorful collection sashayed their 

way down the stylish runway, where the audience looked on 

in excitement at the gorgeous products.

28 October 2016

Corporate Diary (Cont’d)

Braun Büffel Spring/Summer 2017 
Collection Presentation 

In celebration of the unveiling of the Spring/Summer 

2017 Collection, Braun Büffel hosted a reception at 

the Pool Bar & Grill@8 in Le Meriden Kuala Lumpur. 

In addition to the season’s highlighting showcase, 

guests were enticed by the brand’s presentation 

of their latest timepiece collection that was made 

in Germany. Braun Büffel had also provided their 

guests with an exclusive look at their fashion savvy 

online retail platform. The momentous event was 

attended by 200 guests including local celebrities, 

social media influencers, and media representatives.

7 December 2016
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Opening of Carlo Rino Flagship Boutique at
Pavilion Elite, Kuala Lumpur

The establishment of Carlo Rino’s flagship boutique in 

Pavilion Elite, KL, is the archetype of the brand’s continuation 

on a flawless shopping experience for their customers. 

The windows of the boutique are filled with intricate display 

stands; glowing white lights and elegant marble wall décor 

are all inviting features that highlight the classic quintessential 

character of Carlo Rino’s design philosophy. All this is done to 

prioritize customer service and boutique ambience wanting 

to elevate customers’ shopping experience to another level.

16 January 2017

Corporate Diary (Cont’d)

Sembonia New Store Opening at 
Sunway Velocity

Sembonia’s new store opening at Sunway Velocity is the 

brand’s twentieth store in Malaysia. The bags at the store 

fill the shelves up like gems, while customers gaze upon the 

new bright and elegant design concept of the store. With 

the soft white painted walls and strategic bright lighting, the 

store’s backdrop remains striking as ever. Elegant tables 

with fine steel are placed centrally on floors as a nice focal 

point. The interior covers a total area of 1418 square feet 

meters.

Braun Büffel Official Opening of 
New Boutique Concept in 
Pavilion, Kuala Lumpur 

Inspired by the rich tradition and classic evocation of German sophistication, 

Braun Büffel had opened its doors to their re-opened boutique in Pavilion 

Kuala Lumpur. The Braun Büffel Pavilion boutique features a design 

concept that is balanced with subtle hues and modern finishes that 

captivates the brand’s company profile. In contrast to temporal language 

of the set, the lighting of the boutique is intimate, keeping the boutique 

atmosphere punctuated with glowing accents. Rather than promoting 

a quick view and fast departure, the space welcomes guests and keen 

shoppers alike to spend more time gazing the brand’s collections in 

amazement. The main highlight of the event was the attendance made 

by Malaysia’s renowned actor Fattah Amin, followed by a Meet & Greet 

session with the celebrity. 

23 December 2016

11 December 2016 
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BONIA Boutique Opening at 
Pakuwon Mall, Surabaya  

The BONIA boutique opening at Pakuwon Mall was 

Indonesia’s exciting new retail celebration. The event 

fashionably kicked off the inaugural selection of ladies’ 

handbags, ladies’ shoes, men’s accessories, men’s 

shoes and timepieces. The majority of pieces featured 

in the boutique easily transitioned from daytime fashion 

items into evening play, where comfort and versatility 

are features found in almost every piece. The newly 

built 1328 sqft boutique attracted customers to their 

modern, contemporary, and elegant design. 

22 February 2017 

Corporate Diary (Cont’d)

BONIA Collaborates with Non-profit 
Platform, Kakiseni

BONIA collaborated with a non-profit platform, Kakiseni 

as means to bridge art and fashion cohesively. The 

initiation of the BONIA x Kakiseni collaboration project 

was to create an authentic side of BONIA’s brand 

identity, through the creative statement pieces by 

talented local artists; Long Thien Shih and Monica Lee.  

The ‘success’ of this project was attributed towards 

building fruitful ties with contemporary Malaysian 

artists and support their local art community through 

progressive platforms. In addition to an eventual 

walkthrough of the artists’ statement pieces, 

customers got to experience a personalized card 

holder customization service by the brand’s skilled 

craftsmen. As a result, the overall event was a huge hit 

amongst the crowd, and immense appreciation for the 

arts and fashion was well received.

BONIA Flagship Boutique Opening 
with Special International Celebrity 

Appearance, Ms. Kim Tae Hee

As part of a strategy to strengthen presence within the 

contemporary retail destinations, BONIA opened its 

doors to their first prestigious flagship boutique in Pavilion 

Elite, Kuala Lumpur. Aside from the brand’s impeccable 

collection showcase, Ms. Kim Tae Hee, an international 

leading Korean megastar officiated the grand opening of 

BONIA’s flagship boutique. From the brand’s honorable 

guests, to the international media representatives, KOLs, 

and social media influencers. Additional features included 

the Atelier Lounge, which serves as a dedicated workshop 

space for conducting interactive activities for customers. 

An exclusive bespoke service was also on par with the 

event, offering customizable options for customers to 

personalize their BONIA leather goods. 

22 February 2017 

10 March 2017
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BONIA presents latest collection at 
Gurney Plaza Fashion Week in Penang 

Strutting into the Gurney Plaza spotlight, BONIA was 

proud to present the latest AW2017 fashion collections, as 

well as showcasing the brand’s creativity profile. Gurney 

Plaza’s Fashion Week’s objective is to bring fashion 

under one roof, which is why various BONIA members 

were delighted by a series of catwalks performed by the 

models.  In addition to showcasing the fashion show, the 

guests’ eyes were fixed on BONIA’s signature launch of 

the Moray, Nitza, and Blue Morpho Collections. 

8 April 2017 

Corporate Diary (Cont’d)

BONIA Boutique Opening at 
AEON Terbau City, Johor Malaysia

During BONIA’s new opening of their AEON Terbau City 

boutique in Johor; the event obtained a momentous 

Member’s affair, nurturing loyal Plaza Angsana 

boutique members for a Women’s Day Celebration. 

The awareness of the brand’s new AEON Tebrau 

boutique had caught on by other members of the 

crowd in an instant. The event was awed by bag lovers 

of all ages, gazing at the frenzy. It was celebration of 

exquisite craftsmanship, a paean to the rare and the 

finely wrought, and a wholehearted endorsement of 

the stylistic iconoclast.

BONIA AEON Shah Alam’s 
1st Anniversary 

Shah Alam – In celebration of BONIA’s First Boutique 

Anniversary in Aeon Shah Alam; the Milagros and Blossom 

Play Collection were the brand’s showcase highlight. Not 

only was the event a dedication to gazing at the brand’s 

two collections; BONIA members were pampered by the 

boutique’s nail beauty booth and customization services 

initiated by BONIA’s craftsmen. 

Carlo Rino Presents #CarloRinoStar

This year Carlo Rino came up with #CarloRinoStar; it 

is a venture where they would collaborate with social 

media Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) and celebrities who 

relates and connects with the brand identity of chic, 

fun and bold lifestyles and personalities.  From April to 

June 2017, Carlo Rino has engaged with more than 4 

celebrities within the region and will continue to further 

work with them and others in the near future. With all 

the current collaborations, it was an immediate hit with 

the consumers, customers and fans of both Carlo Rino 

and the individuals.

31 March 2017 

1 & 2 April 2017

April – June 2017
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Corporate Diary (Cont’d)

BONIA Arisan Event – Grand 
Metropolitan Bekasi

The Arisan event was exclusively attended by 25 

customers, followed by a particular stylish dress code 

of pastel pink and cream colors. The products at the 

boutique were greatly represented by the artisanal 

workmanship and innovation between architecture 

and its surroundings; “culture” as a legacy for the 

future. In addition, the event was to demonstrate 

BONIA’s recurrent concepts of being Modern, 

Elegant, and Contemporary present in the works. 

27 April 2017

BONIA participated in Vogue for Virtue 
2017 Charity Fashion Show, Penang

In participation with Vogue for Virtue 2017 Charity Fashion 

Show, held at Queensbay Mall in Penang. Towards making 

charity fashionable, BONIA showcased their latest collections 

on the catwalk, where various fashion merchandises were 

presented gracefully down the runway by local celebrities. 

With the brand’s strenuous effort in supporting the Queensbay 

Mall pull off an unforgettable ambiance, guests were ushered 

into a contemporary runway showcase. Overall, the event 

was the perfect fashion event experience for bridging the 

interconnectedness with charity and fashion in Malaysia. 

22 April 2017

BONIA Private Show at 
IOI City Mall, Putrajaya 

Putrajaya – In conjunction with IOI City Mall’s 

Fashion Week, the luxury fashion brand held a 

private fashion show at IOI City Mall in Putrajaya. 

Due to this initiative, the fashion show set was 

organized in a concentrated manner: where the 

center was maintained at an intimate scale and 

the perimeter is conceived as an abstract exterior. 

The audience is accommodated along the seating 

structure, where the layout provided each guest 

with a unique perspective into the space. For a 

more added interaction, guests were awed with 

the customization services set up by the brand’s 

storefront entrance, while other guests with 

accompanied family members opted for the fun-

filled caricature booth. 

29 April 2017
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Carlo Rino Boutique Grand Opening 
at Lippo Mall Puri, Jakarta, Indonesia 

The Carlo Rino Boutique Grand Opening at Lippo 

Mall Puri, Jakarta, was truly a momentous occasion. 

Revolving around the stylish design aspects and 

current fashion trends of Carlo Rino’s latest collection, 

there was a fashion show showcasing the collection, 

a ribbon cutting ceremony and a session where 

invited guest, Indonesia’s renowned actress and style 

icon Sandra Dewi, shared on her styling tips to Carlo 

Rino members, customers and the media.

Sembonia New Store Opening at 
Genting Highland Premium Outlet

Sembonia has graced its new store opening at Genting 

Highland Premium Outlet and is the brand’s fifth 

outlet in Malaysia. The store itself provides a spacious 

walkthrough for shoppers to browse and take a gander 

at the brand’s fashion items.  The design concept is kept 

minimalistic, yet modern with various white and grey 

blocks that act as display counters, leaving the spotlight 

right on Sembonia’s bags. The interior covers a total area 

of 1818 square feet meters. 

BONIA Mother’s Day Event at 
Sunway Pyramid

Petaling Jaya - BONIA hosted a unique Mother’s Day event 

in collaboration with Dior Cosmetic. The event was held at 

the BONIA boutique in Sunway Pyramid. Daughters and 

their mothers got to indulge in a fresh makeover, along 

with other exciting activities that included caricaturists, 

an instant photo booth, and delectable refreshments on 

hand. Members also received Carnation flowers as a 

special take-home Mother’s Day gift.

6 May 2017

6 May 2017

Corporate Diary (Cont’d)

15 June 2017 
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Valentino Rudy First Outlet Boutique in 
Genting Premium Outlets, 

Genting Highlands

In the new space - along with the male and female apparels, 

shoes, handbags, and accessories comes the alluring first 

outlet boutique by Valentino Rudy. Located in Genting 

Premium Outlets, the new boutique outlet is located at 

Suite 900, Middle Street and sits at 1,234 square feet. The 

boutique outlet also offers discounts from 30% - 70% for 

customers to indulge on a better value. The areas hosting 

the brand’s fashion items are characterized by precious 

paneled shelves, and steel display showcases for a more 

sleek presentation. In addition, the men’s and women’s 

ready-to-wear and collections are showcased in spaces 

defined by glowing display units that are strategically 

placed around the boutique outlet.

BONIA Boutique Soft Opening at 
Crescent Mall, Vietnam 

Vietnam – The soft opening of the BONIA’s first new 

boutique in Vietnam’s Crescent Mall can be frequented 

by shoppers and tourists. To mark this occasion, vivid 

escalator posters announcing the BONIA soft opening 

were placed to invite keen shoppers to the boutique as 

an early treat. The boutique itself was transformed into 

a contemporary space where elegant fashion items 

were displayed and delicate lighting captivated the 

ambience of it all. 

Carlo Rino Boutique Grand Opening at 
SC Vivocity, Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

Carlo Rino further expanded their brand and opened yet 

another boutique at SC VivoCity in Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam. 

To celebrate the Grand Opening, Carlo Rino planned a 

“Magical Voyage” themed fashion show and tea party 

to showcase the latest collection. The auspicious Grand 

Opening was then commemorated with a ribbon cutting 

ceremony, followed by special guest star, Nhã Phương, 

sharing her fashion tips in all its exclusivity.

15 June 2017

30 June 2017

8 July 2017
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Corporate Social Responsibility Activities

Ideally positioned as one of the leading brands in designing, manufacturing, marketing and 
distributing prominent fashionable goods and apparels, Bonia Corporation Berhad is also actively 
involved in various corporate social responsibility activities. With our sincere commitment to 
upholding our role as good corporate citizens, we believe that these initiatives help to nurture and 
promote the wellbeing of the environment and society at large.

THE MARKETPLACE
We conduct our business with integrity, transparency 
and professionalism. “Efficiency” and “Effectiveness” 
are being emphasised in all our activities. We maintain 
close relationship with our stakeholders. Information 
on the Group and on our products are made available 
to our stakeholders in a timely manner to facilitate their 
decision-making. 

CNY Dinner

7 February 2017, Malaysia
In collaboration with Ikon Club and Platinum Club, a staff 

gathering dinner was organised to celebrate Chinese New Year. 

The celebration dinner was held at the car park of Platinum Mall in 

Cheras with 276 attendees.

THE WORKPLACE
We value our people as the most important asset 
in helping us to attain the Group’s objectives. With 
a constantly growing workforce, it is imperative 
that we continue to invest in our staff to meet the 
demands of our rapid progress. Our Group provide 
equal opportunity of employment and professional 
development to all of its employees, regardless of 
age, gender and ethnicity. Training programmes 
and specialised courses are conducted regularly to 
upgrade the skills and improve the competency levels 
of our employees. As to appreciate staffs contribution 
for the Group, festive gatherings, family events, and 
sport activities were organised for staffs to enjoy.
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THE ENVIRONMENT

Eco Products

We have been conscious of how our products interact with the 

environment. One of the Group’s core brands BONIA took in the 

eco-friendly green leather, created the eco-elegant ‘Brianna’ 

collection and adopted the eco-friendly concept into its luxury 

brand. Green leather is made of high quality raw leather, natural 

oils and vegetable dyes.

Eco Initiatives

The Group continues implementing environment sustainability 

initiatives by practicing recycling programs and make efforts to 

reduce the carbon emissions, maximization of energy and water 

efficiency in all the Group’s business processes. 

As part of ‘Go Green’ strategy, all the air-conditioned offices in 

the Group adjusted the temperature from the standard 23°C to 

25°C, reduce unnecessary printing, reduce quantity of lightings 

and using energy savings LED light bulbs, as well as incorporating 

low-flow water valves.

Mooncake Festival Gifting

26 August 2016, Malaysia
Bonia Corporation Berhad distributed 40 boxes of mooncakes to the old folks at Rumah 

Charis, Puchong, in conjunction with Mooncake Festival Gifting. Through this event, the 

committee spread happiness among the elderly, and showered them with love and care. 

THE COMMUNITY

We care about our community and actively participate in the activities to help those in need.

Corporate Social Responsibility Activities (Cont’d)

Cash Sponsorship for Kid’s Reading Project

23 July 2016, Malaysia
Bonia Corporation Berhad sponsored RM3,000 for the Kid’s Reading Project by HOPE 

Worldwide Malaysia, an international non-profit, non-religious organisation. The project, 

led by a team of volunteers, purchases books and reading materials for an orphanage to 

encourage good reading habits among the children.
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